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Takashi and his fellow students join up with a band of
survivors who have barricaded themselves inside a local
mall. Though the shopping center seems a well-stocked
place to hide from the undead lurking outside, the
policewoman in charge is having a hard time maintaining
peace within. The group from Fujimi High would rather
not get involved in a power struggle and tries to stay
under the radar until they are ready to set off again. But
with so many attractive, buxom girls among the students,
it may be nearly impossible to avoid unwanted attention
of the worst kind...
Two-thousand-year old bisexual vampire Arrigo is lonely
when he spots displaced Cajun Luc. But when an old
enemy returns for revenge, should Arrigo break both
their hearts and let Luc go? Or is it already too late?
The book analyses a variety of topics and current issues
in linguistics and literary studies, focusing especially on
such aspects as memory, identity and cognition. Firstly, it
discusses the notion of memory and the idea of
reimagining, as well as coming to terms with the past.
Secondly, it studies the relationship between perception,
cognition and language use. It then investigates a variety
of practices of language users, language learners and
translators, such as the use of borrowings from hip-hop
and slang. The book is intended for researchers in the
fields of linguistics and literary studies, lecturers teaching
undergraduate and master’s students on courses in
language and literature.
Each year, the Ushiromiya family gathers at the secluded
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mansion of its patriarch, the elderly Kinzo. It has been six
years since Battler joined his cousins at the annual
event, but their happy reunion is overshadowed by
worsening weather and an eerie premonition from his
youngest cousin-not to mention their parents' feud over
the inheritance. Battler doesn't hold much stock in dark
omens, nor does he believe the tales of the witch
rumored to have given his grandfather a fortune in
gold...and who walks the halls of the mansion to this
day... But when the eighteen family members and
servants are trapped on the island by the raging typhoon,
the grisly events that follow leave Battler shaken to his
core. Is one of his relatives desperate enough to kill for
the family fortune? Or is this the work of the Golden
Witch?
One day, Miko suddenly started seeing grotesque beings
that others couldn't. Her response was not to run, not to
face them, but to do everything she could to completely
ignore them! Can she keep a straight face and continue
her day-to-day life while surrounded by horrifying
monsters?
Poppy Z. Brite re-imagines the haunted house novel,
creating a fresh, sensual, and totally original reading
experience. IT'S A PASSION. IT'S AN ART. IT'S THE
ONLY WAY OUT. . . In the house on Violin Road he
found the bodies of his brother, his mother, and the man
who killed them both—his father. From the house on
Violin Road, in Missing Mile, North Carolina, Trevor
McGee ran for his sanity and his soul, after his famous
cartoonist father had exploded inexplicably into murder
and suicide. Now Trevor is back. In the company of a
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New Orleans computer hacker on the run from the law,
Trevor has returned to face the ghosts that still live on
Violin Road, to find the demons that drove his father to
murder his family—and worse, to spare one of his sons. .
. . But as Trevor begins to draw his own cartoon strip, he
loses himself in a haze of lines and art and thoughts of
the past, the haunting begins. Trevor and his lover
plunge into a cyber-maze of cartoons, ghosts, and terror
that will lead either to understanding—true
understanding—or to a blood-raining repetition of the
past. . . . Praise for Drawing Blood “Electrifying . . .
explosive lyricism . . . [a] soul-sucking antagonist . . . rich
background descriptions. That there is a Brite future
never doubt.”—Kirkus Reviews “Exotica . . . disaffected
youth . . . a spicy gumbo of sub-cultural hipness
simmered in a cauldron of modern horror
fiction.”—Fangoria “Darker and more exotic than Anne
Rice, more cerebral than Stephen King . . . Horror is
rarely this good.”—Echo
Keaton is the mate of Chay's dreams--Chay just didn't
expect him to be male. But Keaton isn't sure about
another lover who denies being gay. Can they depend
on each other when Keaton's life is in danger?
Vampires . . . they ache, they love, they thirst for the
forbidden. They are your friends and lovers, and your
worst fears. “A major new voice in horror fiction . . . an
electric style and no shortage of nerve.”—Booklist At a
club in Missing Mile, N.C., the children of the night
gather, dressed in black, look for acceptance. Among
them are Ghost, who sees what others do not; Ann,
longing for love; and Jason, whose real name is Nothing,
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newly awakened to an ancient, deathless truth about his
father, and himself. Others are coming to Missing Mile
tonight. Three beautiful, hip vagabonds—Molochai, Twig,
and the seductive Zillah, whose eyes are as green as
limes—are on their own lost journey, slaking their ancient
thirst for blood, looking for supple young flesh. They find
it in Nothing and Ann, leading them on a mad, illicit road
trip south to New Orleans. Over miles of dark highway,
Ghost pursues, his powers guiding him on a journey to
reach his destiny, to save Ann from her new
companions, to save Nothing from himself. . . . “An
important and original work . . . a gritty, highly literate
blend of brutality and sentiment, hope and
despair.”—Science Fiction Chronicle
Fish and GhostsHellsinger
Murder and Mayhem: Book One Dead women tell no tales.
Former cat burglar Rook Stevens stole many a priceless thing
in the past, but he's never been accused of taking a life--until
now. It was one thing to find a former associate inside
Potter's Field, his pop culture memorabilia shop, but quite
another to stumble across her dead body. Detective Dante
Montoya thought he'd never see Rook Stevens again--not
after his former partner falsified evidence to entrap the jewelry
thief and Stevens walked off scot-free. So when he tackled a
fleeing murder suspect, Dante was shocked to discover the
blood-covered man was none other than the thief he'd fought
to put in prison and who still makes his blood sing. Rook is
determined to shake loose the murder charge against him,
even if it means putting distance between him and the rugged
Cuban-Mexican detective who brought him down. If one dead
con artist wasn't bad enough, others soon follow, and as the
bodies pile up around Rook's feet, he's forced to reach out to
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the last man he'd expect to believe in his innocence--and the
only man who's ever gotten under Rook's skin.
Stalker Kai Gracen and sidhe lord Ryder chase down ancient
magic in the Nevada desert, in the hopes it can save their
people. But what they find might ruin Kai’s future with his
own kind—and Ryder.
Nick and his brother Alan are on the run with their mother,
who was once the lover of a powerful magician. When she left
him, she stole an important charm - and he will stop at
nothing to reclaim it. Now Alan has been marked with the sign
of death by the magician's demon, and only Nick can save
him. But to do so he must face those he has fled from all his
life - the magicians - and kill them. So the hunted becomes
the hunter… but in saving his brother, Nick discovers
something that will unravel his whole past…
A modern remake of Osamu Tezuka’s legendary samurai
tale about reclaiming stolen humanity–and don’t miss the
stunning 2019 anime! A young swordsman travels alone
through war-torn Japan, hunting demons wherever they might
hide. His name: Hyakkimaru. Soon he crosses paths with
Dororo, an orphan who steals to survive. Dororo can’t help
but wonder: Who is this demon hunter with skin as cold as
ice, and blades hidden inside his own arms...?
Kuro Jenkins is an ex-government agent who was retired out.
He now owns a ramen shop in Los Angeles when Trey
Bishop, a burned-out former child star, brings a gunfight and
murder to his front door.
A modern remake of Osamu Tezuka’s legendary samurai
tale about reclaiming stolen humanity--and don’t miss the
stunning 2019 anime! During Japan’s tumultuous Sengoku
period, one man sells his son to a pack of devils in exchange
for the power to rule. Forty-eight devils take forty-eight pieces
of young Hyakkimaru, and the boy is left for dead. But
through the assistance of a sage and a series of inventive
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prosthetics, Hyakkimaru survives. Together with the young
thief Dororo, the now-grown Hyakkimaru embarks upon a
quest to slay all the demons and retrieve the stolen pieces of
his body. This classic story from Osamu Tezuka--the father of
modern manga--is now reimagined in this gorgeous new
adaptation by Satoshi Shiki, the artist of the manga Attack on
Titan: Before the Fall.
A paramedic and paranormal investigator takes readers on a
terrifying tour of haunted hospitals, asylums, and medical
facilities across the globe. Hospitals are the nexus point
between life and death, the place into which people enter this
world, but also exit it. When we consider what has taken
place behind the closed doors of hospitals since the inception
of the medical profession, it should come as no surprise to
discover that so many of them are haunted. In The World's
Most Haunted Hospitals, paramedic and paranormal
investigator Richard Estep recounts some of the most
fascinating—and chilling—stories of hospital hauntings from
across the globe, including: The apparitions at an old Utah
hospital, now a nursing home, whose appearances are said
to predict a patient's death. The Italian island referred to by
locals as "the gateway to Hell," where the spirits of thousands
of plague victims prowl the streets. The terrifying phenomena
that keep visitors away from an abandoned airbase hospital
in the Philippines. The ghostly nurse who has haunted the
corridors of a London hospital for generations.
To see…or not to see? Until Miko met Yuria, the pretend-notto-see ghosts plan seemed like the best course of action. But
the new substitute teacher is that creepy guy from the
park—the one haunted by a bunch of ghost cats! It can’t be a
coincidence that Hana’s life aura starts draining whenever
he’s in the room. Can Miko really leave her best friend to
fend for herself against enemies she can’t see…?
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Min isn't always easy: Jae is gun-shy about being openly
homosexual. Ex-cop turned private investigator Cole
McGinnis doesn't know any other way to be. Still, he
understands where Jae is coming from. Traditional Korean
men aren't gay--at least not usually where people can see
them. But Cole can't spend too much time unraveling his
boyfriend's issues. He has a job to do. When a singer named
Scarlet asks him to help find Park Dae-Hoon, a gay Korean
man who disappeared nearly two decades ago, Cole finds
himself submerged in the tangled world of rich Korean
families, where obligation and politics mean sacrificing
happiness to preserve corporate empires. Soon the bodies
start piling up without rhyme or reason. With every step Cole
takes toward locating Park Dae-Hoon, another person meets
their demise--and someone Cole loves could be next on the
murderer's list.
"Over 1,000 new entries, over 4,000 updates and corrections,
countless old arguments ended (and new ones begun). The
3rd edition of the Anime Encyclopedia brings the landmark
reference work up to date with six additional years of
information on Japanese an"-Will a mix of privilege and blue collar be a recipe for love... or
disaster?Dan's pretty satisfied with his job at the workingclass bar, Cowboys and Angels. He enjoys his simple life, his
apartment, and his cat, but he could do without the fights that
break out in the bar, his boss's meddling daughter, Ariel... oh,
and an unrequited crush on his straight alpha boss,
Gideon.When Dan's friend prepares to tie the knot, everyone
insists that Dan needs a date for the wedding. Before he can
protest, Ariel arranges a gay speed-dating event at the bar
with Gideon as a participant. The unforeseen revelation that
Gideon is bisexual raises Dan's hopes, especially when
Gideon announces that he wants to accompany Dan to the
wedding. Could Gideon really be interested in Dan? When
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Dan needs someone most, Gideon offers his unconditional
support, and with genuine commitment, he shows Dan the
kind of man he really is. Teaming up to save the wedding
from a hungover groom and intolerant parents, can Gideon
convince Dan they're the best match since beer and pizza?
Victor Bayne, the psychic half a PsyCop team, is a gay
medium who's more concerned with flying under the radar
than in making waves. He hooks up with Jacob Marks, a nonpsychic (or 'Stiff') from an adjacent precinct and it seems like
his dubious luck has improved, when a serial killer with a
gruesome M.O. surfaces--and no one agrees what he looks
like. Explicit gay content.
Ivo Rogers, the family hellion of 415 Ink, sees the promise of
a life he never thought he’d have in old-school SFPD
Inspector Ruan Nicholls. But Ivo needs Ruan to embrace him
as he is, before their clashing worldviews destroy any chance
of a relationship.
When their high school's pop-music club is about to be
disbanded due to lack of interest, four girls step up to fill the
membership quota. Unfortunately, lead guitarist Yui Hirasawa
has never played an instrument in her life. Ever. And although
she likes the idea of being in a band, standing in front of the
mirror posing with her guitar is a lot easier than actually
playing it. It's gonna be a while before this motley crew is
rocking out, but with their spunk and determination cranked to
11, anything is possible!
THE EYES OF THE HUNTER Together, the demon hunter
Hyakkimaru and young thief Dororo prevailed over a monster
that had bent a whole village to her will. But when that demon
fell, a profound change came over the cold, hard-edged
Hyakkimaru: a sudden outpouring of human emotion,
accompanied by the transformation of his eyes. The time has
finally come for Hyakkimaru to reveal his troubled history, and
the purpose behind his hunt.
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Most of Gibson's time is spent caring for his brother Ellis, who
is stuck in wolf form. When Ellis chases Zach into Gibson's
life, a romance between a werewolf and the new owner of an
old B&B won't come without challenges.
Kurouzu-cho, a small fogbound town on the coast of Japan, is
cursed. According to Shuichi Saito, the withdrawn boyfriend
of teenager Kirie Goshima, their town is haunted not by a
person or being but a pattern: UZUMAKI, the spiral—the
hypnotic secret shape of the world. The bizarre masterpiece
horror manga is now available all in a single volume. Fall into
a whirlpool of terror! -- VIZ Media
Detective Matthew Bennett doesn't believe in ghosts. So
when the spirit of a murdered child leads him to her body,
he's shaken to the core—and taken off the case. Unable to
explain his vision, or to let go of the investigation, Matthew
turns to renowned medium Kiernan Fitzpatrick. Though he
has doubts about Kiernan's claims to communicate with the
dead, Matt is nevertheless drawn to the handsome psychic,
who awakens feelings he thought were long-buried. Haunted
by the lingering spirit of the little girl, Kiernan is compelled to
aid in the search for her killer. The chance to get closer to the
enigmatic Matt is an unexpected bonus. Although Kiernan's
been betrayed by people who turned out to be more
interested in his fame than in himself, with Matt he's willing to
risk his heart. As the two men grow closer, Kiernan helps Matt
rediscover that life offers no guarantees—but love offers a
reason to believe... 81,000 words
Stalker Kai always knew Death walked in his shadow. But
when his search for his mentor's estranged brother brings
Death to his door, Kai discovers a fierce need to live life to
the fullest.
In order to report his late father's real life EPA whistleblower
crime, Kevin Neece confesses his life story to the FBI in the
form of a Scandalous Filmmaker Tell All that's been
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described as Self Delusional, Self Destructive, and Surreal.
When the kids are away, the monsters will play. With their
kids off at summer camp, these handsome dads protect the
world from other things that go bump in the night—but can
they find time for romance too?
What happens when secrets spill and lies are discovered?
And just how far will Riley and Jack go to play matchmaker?
Riley and Jack Campbell-Hayes are in a good place. Jack is
expanding the DD and training quarter horses, Riley is so
close to his first ethical-based contract that he can almost
taste it and Hayley is nearly ten and happy as all out. Jack
hires Robbie, a man recovering from a great loss, to be his
right-hand man. Meanwhile, Riley's flamboyant mischievous
photographer friend, Eli, decides the DD is the perfect
backdrop for a cowboy-themed model shoot. Eli has secrets
not even Riley knows about but despite what he is hiding he
falls in lust with Robbie at first sight. Everyone except Robbie
can see how perfect Eli would be for him. Against the
backdrop of twenty half-naked models on DD land, and in the
midst of fighting the oil establishment that just won't give Riley
a chance, Texas Heat is the story of one hot summer in
Texas with a Gay Rodeo, a bar fight at the Rusty Nail, humor,
angst and love between two men that just grows stronger
every day.
Micheline Helsing is a tetrachromat -- a girl who sees the
auras of the undead in a prismatic spectrum. As one of the
last descendants of the Van Helsing lineage, she has trained
since childhood to destroy monsters both corporeal and
spiritual: the corporeal undead go down by the bullet, the
spiritual undead by the lens. With an analog SLR camera as
her best weapon, Micheline exorcises ghosts by capturing
their spiritual energy on film. She's aided by her crew: Oliver,
a techno-whiz and the boy who developed her camera's
technology; Jude, who can predict death; and Ryder, the boy
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Micheline has known and loved forever. When a routine ghost
hunt goes awry, Micheline and the boys are infected with a
curse known as a soulchain. As the ghostly chains spread
through their bodies, Micheline learns that if she doesn't
exorcise her entity in seven days or less, she and her friends
will die. Now pursued as a renegade agent by her monsterhunting father, Leonard Helsing, she must track and destroy
an entity more powerful than anything she's faced before . . .
or die trying. Lock, stock, and lens, she's in for one hell of a
week.

Stalker and elfin outcast Kai Gracen has no hope of
escaping a deadly bloodline feud.
Cole Kenjiro McGinnis, ex-cop and PI, is trying to get
over the shooting death of his lover when a supposedly
routine investigation lands in his lap. Investigating the
apparent suicide of a prominent Korean businessman’s
son proves to be anything but ordinary, especially when
it introduces Cole to the dead man’s handsome cousin,
Kim Jae-Min. Jae-Min’s cousin had a dirty little secret,
the kind that Cole has been familiar with all his life and
that Jae-Min is still hiding from his family. The
investigation leads Cole from tasteful mansions to seedy
lover’s trysts to Dirty Kiss, the place where the rich and
discreet go to indulge in desires their traditional-minded
families would rather know nothing about. It also leads
Cole McGinnis into Jae-Min’s arms, and that could be a
problem. Jae-Min’s cousin’s death is looking less and
less like a suicide, and Jae-Min is looking more and
more like a target. Cole has already lost one lover to
violence—he’s not about to lose Jae-Min too.
Alex Tanner is a male nurse who divides his time
between his job and his television schedule. His idea of
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the perfect partner, like so many other people’s, is a tall,
dark, and handsome man. Preferably alive and
breathing. Surely that’s not asking too much? Then an
uninvited guest—a ghost, of all things—forces Alex to
question what he’s always looked for in a lover and his
definition of what makes a person so beautiful.
Tragedy and heartbreak haunt Gus Scott’s return to his
family’s tattoo shop. A son from a one-night stand and
the firefighter who stole his heart await him, but can he
find love again or is it too late to build a new life?
Away from home, Tristan soon finds himself in a spectral
battle that threatens not only his sanity but also his
relationship with Wolf.
There's a dead body in Miki St. John's vintage Pontiac
GTO, and he has no idea how it got there. After Miki
survives the tragic accident that killed his best friend and
the other members of their band, Sinner's Gin, all he
wants is to hide from the world in the refurbished
warehouse he bought before their last tour. But when the
man who sexually abused him as a boy is killed and his
remains are dumped in Miki's car, Miki fears Death isn't
done with him yet. Kane Morgan, the SFPD inspector
renting space in the art co-op next door, initially suspects
Miki had a hand in the man's murder, but Kane soon
realizes Miki is as much a victim as the man splattered
inside the GTO. As the murderer's body count rises, the
attraction between Miki and Kane heats up. Neither man
knows if they can make a relationship work, but despite
Miki's emotional damage, Kane is determined to teach
him how to love and be loved--provided, of course, Kane
can catch the killer before Miki becomes the murderer's
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final victim.
Tristan inherited Hoxne Grange, a way station for spirits.
Wolf Kincaid was hired by Tristan's family to prove the
Grange isn't haunted.
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